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1. Introduction
Social Housing is more than building and managing houses and apartments. Social Housing
Institutions distinguish themselves from private landlords not only by offering an affordable product
but also by building communities.
A number of SHIs, such as the Johannesburg Housing Company, Communicare, Yeast City Housing
and Madulammoho Housing Association, have initiated and still run successful community
development projects. Other SHIs are considering community development programmes.
The Social Housing Act stipulates in clause 14 (1 c) that amongst others (...) ‘Social housing
institutions must— (c) promote the creation of quality living environments for low income residents;’
The Social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA) has indicated that one of the criteria for
accreditation will be what and SHI does in terms of community development.
Given all this NASHO thinks the time is right to focus on Community Development as a dedicated
activity of a SHI. But by saying a number of the following questions have not yet been answered,
such as:








How do we define Community Development?
What are the activities that are organised under the banner of Community Development?
How do we structure Community Development in our organisations?
How do we finance it?
What is the relationship, if any, between Tenancy Management and Community Development?
How do measure performance of Community Development?
How do promote it and ensure that decision-makers are aware of it?

In order to get answers to these questions and develop a framework for Community Development
NASHO has organised a workshop with those SHIs that play an important role in Community
Development and some of the important stakeholders. We also secured the input, through one of
our foreign partners, Rooftops Canada, of a large SHI from Canada, the Toronto Community Housing
Company, which has a wealth of experience in Community Development. Two of their staff working
in this specialised field, Barry Thomas and William Mendes, shared their experiences, gave feedback
on presentations and participated in the discussions.
This reports gives an overview of what was presented and discussed in the workshop. I trust that it
will lay the foundation for the Community Development Framework that NASHO is going to develop.
Furthermore I hope that it will lead to a Toolkit for Community Development that each SHI can use
to design and develop its own programme. Lastly, I am sure that both Framework and Toolkit will
assist the SHRA in designing the criteria for Community Development that will be used in the
accreditation process.

Harmen Oostra,
Johannesburg, 1 May 2012
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2. Opening Statements
The HDA
Odette Crofton, Manager Operation of the Housing Development Agency (HDA), the main sponsor
of the workshop made the following opening statements.
Community Development is an integral part of social housing and it cannot be seen in isolation from
neighbourhood development. As HDA we are interested in community development because it we
are involved in the acquisition of land and buildings for amongst others social housing. We
commissioned a study of the eKhaya neighbourhood programme from which lessons learned were
drawn that can be used in other community development programs and projects around the
country. As you will hear from the presentation from eKhaya, the neighbourhood development
process goes through a number of phases, each of which has its own challenges.
The HDA is presently working on a toolkit that supports these phases in the development process
and provides practical tools and methodologies. It also works on key policies to strengthen the
linkage of CD to housing delivery. Together with SHiFT the HDA works on a neighbourhood
development approach that could be used in settlements around the country.
This workshop is important because it brings knowledge and experience from key role players in the
community development field together. I hope that during the two days you will learn from each
other and come up with a framework and tools that can assist others who are working in the (rental)
housing sector.
NASHO
Malcolm McCarthy, general manager of the National Association of Social Housing Organisations
(NASHO) made the following introductory remarks.
Social housing as its names suggest is more than effective and efficient management of tenancies.
The added value of social housing is expressed in the development of tenants and the communities
they form and live in.
Over the years a number of Social Housing Institutions (SHIs) and other stakeholders have found
ways to successfully initiate and manage community development programmes. We as NASHO think
it is important to bring all this knowledge and experience together and see if we can answers to the
following simple questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is community development and what is its purpose?
What is the relationship between tenant management and community development?
What does and SHI do when it does community development?
How is community development structured in a SHI?
How does one finance community development?
What about tenant participation and community development?
What are the policy requirements for community development?

We hope that through our presentations and discussion we will be able to lay the foundation for a
community development framework that subsequently will be developed by NASHO.
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3. Presentations
The presentations of a number of SHIs and the neighbourhood programme of eKhaya gave an
overview of the similarities and variations that currently exist in social housing community
development in the country.
Madulammoho
Renier Erasmus, CEO of Madulammoho Housing Association (MHA) shared the experiences of
community of his community.
Madulamoho is a Sesotho word for ‘Communities Living Together’. MHA was established in 2004
and is a Section 21 Company that focuses predominantly on the lower incomes (R3500 and below) It
currently successfully manages 952 units mostly in the Inner City of Johannesburg. It has developed
a housing model that allows for people to access different types of affordable rental units according
to the tenant’s income level. The success of MHA has been acknowledges through a number of
awards, such as the ‘Platinum Award’ from Impumelelo, the ‘Halala Award’ from the City of
Johannesburg for its model in the management of affordable rental accommodation and the ‘Govan
Mbeki Award’ for SHI of the year.
Rental Housing Model: The Housing Ladder
According to Renier the most accepted way of determining rental products is to start with the
product and see how best this can be made as affordable as possible for the target group. MHA
starts with the potential tenant and maps out what tenants can afford and subsequently looks for
products that can be offered to the tenant. This has led to the following Housing Model: The Housing
Ladder:

The products and their prices are outlined in the table below:
Income
Destitute
<R1500 p/m
<R2500 p/m
<R7500 p/m
>R7500 p/m

Product
Shelter
Transitional Housing
Communal Housing
Social Housing
Market Rental

Example
R5 per night per bed
R150 – R200 p/m per bed with shared facilities
R650 – R800 p/m per room with communal facilities
R1500 – R2000 p/m self contained unit
>R2000 p/m

MHA encourages tenants and assist them to move up on the ladder amongst other through its
community development programmes. It has currently a number of tenants who have moved up the
ladder and one tenant even making it from shelter to social housing. In the event a tenant falls on
hardship it is also possible for MHA to move tenants (temporarily) one or more steps down the
ladder, so the tenant can stay with MHA and still have the benefits of programmes.
©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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MES
MHA was born out of Metro Evangelical Services (MES) a non-profit, faith-based organisation that
provides a wide range of social services to Johannesburg’s inner city community. MHA was
established to focus on the housing component of the social development model pioneered by MES.
MHA and MES work hand in hand to build holistic communities that foster social development.
Holistic Service Model
The following diagrams illustrate the community development philosophy and approach of MHA.
1. Intake

Outreaches

Helpdesk

Assessment
Centre

2. Intervention

Basic and
Social
Services

Health

Education
and
Training

3. Sustainable Exit

Job
Placement

Follow Up

MHA

This holistic service is the absolute basis in managing deprived communities. It provides the balance
between changing the environment where people live, and developing the people who lives in that
environment.
Foundation
To face the challenges that come with the implementation of this holistic service model, MHA has
build a strong foundation that guides everyone in every aspect of the business. It consists of the
following vision, mission and core values.
Vision
To be ‘the heartbeat of affordable housing’
Mission
To provide clean, safe and affordable housing that fosters human development and promotes
sustainable communities.
Core Values
 Assuring transparency in all levels of management and service provision
 Encouraging a youthful, vibrant and dynamic workplace and community
 Ensuring ongoing opportunities for learning
©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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Creating a supportive environment that promotes the personal growth and development of our
staff and tenants
 Valuing all forms of diversity, both within our workplace and our community
 Celebrating continued innovation and excellence
Programmes
MHA has a number of programmes that illustrate its holistic model. Renier mentioned the following.

It can not be underestimated how much all these four projects contribute to the well-being and
development of the tenants and the broader community.
The Community wellness unit focuses on tenant participation and tries to develop a greater sense of
ownership and as a result strong communities.
Kids know very well what the rules and responsibilities are that make for better living spaces. In
entering into a dialogue with kids they grow and one lays the foudation for responsible adults.
Housing managers play a key role in the every day contact with tenants. It is therefor important that
management engage with them to find out what happens on the ground and discuss with them
what changes are need in policy and procedures to support them.
The Soccer pitch donated by the Johan Cruyff foundation plays an important role in reaching out to
the community of Hillbrow. Here contacts are made when every day 80 kids meet. They also receive
life skills training here.

©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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Funding and Finance
Because MHA is part of a bigger organisation funding for some activities comes from MES who is
very much dependent on grants and donor funding from SA as well as abroad. MHA also collects
money itself through fund-raising events and through sponsorships and donors. It is impossible to
pay for community development out of a levy on the already mostly low rentals.
Questions/Comments
How do you deal with nonpayment and rental levels?

Who pays for all this?

What about extending models to
the city?

Answers
Splitting of management and CD. Develop model rent collection that is
responsive including eviction. CD not hand out but hand up.
No answer yet for person cannot pay.
No extra subsidy.
Indigency grant application to Social Rental Housing.
All the operations paid by rent. Employ staff more interested in
developing people than their own livelihoods. Each project must be
sustainable. Grant funding from churches overseas. MES budget R24m
per year. Tries to ensure integration of the services (holistic approach)
what are interventions that go to individual and community and where
they want to go.
We will need Statistics of how many people served. The expenses will be
relative to the number of unemployed. The MES programme feed 36000
per month: BCG Alexander complex is used for this facility.
We manage to get 25 people per month into new jobs – MHA must grow.
Yes in talks with different partners concerning this. We cannot open new
programmes without funding. We are running a number of other projects
for different municipalities and completing a project in PE.
Not yet the subsidies.

©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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Johannesburg Housing Company
“Our aim is not to teach the method that everyone ought to follow in order to conduct reason well
but solely to reveal how we tried to conduct our own” (Rene Descartes).
Lindi Malinga, manager of ‘Makhulong a Matala’ started with this quote from philosopher Rene
Descartes. Makhulong is a seSotho word for ‘greener pastures’. The company was established in
2004 as a section 21 company with NPO status and is a full subsidiary of JHC. The reasons for
establishing a separate company are the following:




To identify specific costs for programmes in order to ensure long term sustainability of
programmes
To take advantage of tax incentives available to donor funders
Opportunity to raise funds for the activities

Makhulong has the following vision and mission:
Vision
Mission
Build Communities
Makhulong A Matala builds healthy communities through Tenant
Engagement, Community Spirit Building, Training and Education; and
Neighbourhood Development programmes in and around JHC building
Lindi used another quote to illustrate how the concept of community development is linked to SH:
“Investments in Affordable housing and community development represents an engine of economic
and social wealth. For every dollar spent on affordable housing at least 10 are returned to
community development in the form of increased equity for Job creation, increased independence,
stability or more engaged citizens” (Ken Wade).
Finance and Funding
As indicated above Makhulong needs to raise funding for activities which it can do easier in being
separate entity. The financial structure of community development within JHC is as follows:




JHC funds the overheads
Interest from the Investment fund
Balance covered through donor funding

For the community development framework it would be interesting to have more detail on these
finances. Lindi made it very clear from the onset that community is from an long term financial
sustainability point of view in the company’s own interest: it pays back. But this should never be the
only for doing it as social housing has at its key mission to create sustainable human settlements.
Lindi illustrated this with the following diagrams:

Social

Financial
JHC

Technical

Environmental
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The main message that comes through is that tenant management and community development are
to a certain extent part of the same system. This was captured in the slogan ‘every staff member is a
community developer’. It is the task of senior management to ensure that integration of the various
aspects of the SHI’s business takes place and every department and staff member contributes to
community development. That is easier said than done and it should be an ongoing focus area for
management. In the end it is about creating quality lives in and around our buildings which Lindi
illustrated with the following quote:
"We can never get a re-creation of community and heal our society without giving our citizens a
sense of belonging." (Patch Adams)
Programs and Activities
Makhulong’s activities can directly be linked to the various aspects of JHC’s business, i.e. new
development, leasing, building management and credit control. Lindi gave the following examples:
New Development




Leasing
Training

Conduct a social
Audit to identify
habitation suitability
prior to new
development
Facilitate tenant
engagement
processes



Tenant induction:
Education on the
roles and
responsibilities

Building Management is the biggest area of work for Makhulong. It is there where it supports the
Housing Supervisors (HSV’s) who are responsible for the tenancy of the buildings.

Easing burden on HSV’s
Nuisance by children
vandalism
 Addressed through
education
 Creation of playing
facilities
 Reduction of maintenance
costs
Recycling and


Building Management
Health and Hygiene












Food Gardens
Promoting
greening concept
Contribution
to
the reduction of
poverty
Job creation
Promotion of the
use of grey water
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Youth

Life Skills
Reduction
of
maintenance costs
Tenants start cleaning
after themselves
Cleaning
Awareness
campaigns

Development
 Ease the
burden on the
HSV
 Prevention of
nuisance
caused by the
youth abusing
drugs and
alcohol
 Prevention of
gangsterism
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Building Management
Neighbourhood Management

Family Financial

Credit Control
Management Workshops







Joint venture with eKhaya
Protection of investment
Retention of customers
Increase in property value



Teaching tenants how to
budget and manage
their finances
Contribution
to
reduction in arrears

There is a wide variety of interventions that Makuhlong developed over the years and each of them
contribute to tenant management.
Impact
Lindi lastly looked at the impact of all these interventions and listed the following:








Contribute to tenant retention at JHC
Create a caring environment
Safe haven for children
Enhances customer service
Opening of communication lines
Understanding of roles and responsibilities
Creation of communities

Future of community development
 Strengthen the financial sustainability of MAM
 Explore available fundraising mechanisms
 Position the organisation to take advantage of opportunities available to MAM
Questions/Comments

Answers

Increase investment in CBD what is this
community
linkages
with
other
development initiatives?

Strong network base working with many different stakeholders.
Don’t do everything internally. Bring people into the buildings
where important.

Training - need to define CD. Education
and training only linked to SH functions
and what about personal sustainability.
Are housing managers trained as
community developers.?
Need to define what we want to do
through community development. Is
there the opportunity for business
development within the programme
itself? How are we trying to achieve
sustainability within the programme?
Can the project survive in the medium
term?
4 portfolios how do they make sure the
relationship linkage works between staff
Asset building approach.

One aspect but not appropriate to design them completely as
community development workers but do train them in CD skills
within the scope of their JD’s.
Where individuals want to do CD training they can get it.
Community development and tenant engagement all housed in
the same company. Policy position.
House rules for kids also children’s’ committees.
Give them generic skills and then link them with other agencies
that can help.

Start where the tenants are. What can you bring to party skills
etc?

©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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Communicare

Presentation by Wasima Fisher,
Community Development Manager

Established in 1929, Communicare is the oldest Social Housing Institution in South Africa. It currently
manages 3600 rental units, the largest not for profit landlord in the Western Cape. Only the City of
Cape Town owns and manages more rental units.
Communicare is able to provide the cheapest rental accommodation per square meter to individual
and households earning between R2500 – R7500 per month. Its social investment spend on
community development services averages R4.5 million per year. Communicare is the preferred
Social Housing partner of the City of Cape and the Department of Human Settlements of the
Provincial Government of the Western Cape. All four of Communicare’s Social Housing project s
developed over the last four years won awards from the Southern African Housing Foundation.
Communicare has the following vision and mission:
Vision
To be the leading provider of Social
Housing solutions in the Western Cape.

Mission
To be the leading provider of affordable housing by
creating integrated, sustainable communities.

Current Social Housing Programme
Communicare has three Area Offices spread over Cape Town and close to where its projects are, i.e.
in Brooklyn, Diep River and Ruyterwacht and a support office in central Cape Town. The company
has been fully accredited as a social housing provider by the SHRA/Government.
It is committed to provide new social housing opportunities – well located areas for ease of long
term social integration. It therefore strongly beliefs in healthy relationships between its Tenants and
between the tenants and Communicare. Sustainable and integrated communities are our key focus.
It has a well set community development programme – with learning centers, social support
programmes, urban food gardens etc.
Structure
The community development directorate has the following structure:
Social Housing and
Community
Development
Director

Community
Development and
Special Needs
Manager

Community
Learning Centre

©NASHO Community Development/April 2012

Kraaifontein Social
Services

Social Housing
Manager

Area Offices
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As can be seen from the structure CD and Tenancy have been integrated as the CD manager and the
SH manager both fall under the Director SH and CD. Except for the three already mentioned Area
Offices there is a Community Learning Centre which is located in the same building as one of the
Area offices (Ruyterwacht) and a Social Service Centre. It is Communicare’s intention to create more
Community Learning Centres close to the other two Area Offices.
The community work roles are spelled out in the following diagram:

The following table gives a detailed overview of all the CD products and services Communicare has
on offer.
COMMUNICARE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES
CD Services
Offerings to the clients
 Community Leaning
 Computer training
Centre
 Internet access
 Homework supervision
 Jobseekers
 Life skills training
 General advice
 Conference facilities
 Tenant Engagement
 TAC and TAC training
 24 hr call line
 Tenant surveys
 Daily interaction in AO
 Newsletter and correspondence
 Social Services
 Area office SDO
 Promote access to agency
 Frail care
 Screening of applicants
 SW assessments
 Crisis interventions
 Tenant support
 Statutory service
 Family profiling
©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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Poverty Alleviation



Enterprise development



Social Cohesion



Bursaries



Service Centre



Urban food gardens

































Community profile
Housing benefit
Rightsizing
Application for rental reduction
Emergency relief
Routing tenants to job seekers services
Skill audit of tenant base
Review services providers in terms of HDI
Screening and assessment against predetermined criteria
Provide training and mentoring
Assist with registration
Support operational costs
Logistical support to become sustainable
Cultural awareness training
Diversity training
Beneficiation process monitoring
Bursaries for tertiary education linked to Communicare work
Environmental bursaries to ECD
School learner bursaries @ Kraaifontein
Home based care
Bus transport
Active aging programmes
PHC Services
Arts and crafts
Sports and recreation
Market days
Facilities for meetings
Seedlings, equipment
Technical assistance support
Monthly market days
Networking and other net workings

Questions/Comments
How are tenant complaints are dealt
with?

How does Communicare deal with special
needs?

Answers


Tenant complaints procedure linked to area offices –
reference no. Tracking device if not resolved can go to
support office. Most are resolved.
 Use of Community Committee.
 Call for Care – Alarm system.
A number of programmes:
 Home based care
 Service Centres
 Social work services
 Technical support from units

©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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Yeast City Housing
Sheryl Makau, a tenant of Yeast and involved in Yeast City Housing’s (YCH) programme ‘Van Va Hina’
(Our Children, VVH) did a presentation about this programme that specifically focuses on children.
The vision of the programme is ‘We see healthy and vibrant children flourishing in God’s presence’.
Its main aim is to ‘protect and promote children’s rights and child participation.
The company is a conglomerate of company as is shown in the diagram of which Yeast City Housing
is just one company.
Tshwane Leadership Foundation (TLF)
Board/Trust

Isithebe
Management
Support
Communications, IT,
HR, Finance,
Assets and
Logistics

Centre for
Urban
Transformati
on (CUT):
Advocacy
and Policy
unit, Feasts
and Events

Pretoria
Community
Ministries
(PCM):
Women and
girls at risk,
Homeless,
Healthy,
Child
Development
Youth
Leadership
Academy

Board

Board

Yeast City
Housing

Tsepho:
Small
Business and
Micro
Enterprise/
Retail,
investments
and
empowerment

As can be seen a lot of Community Development work is done through these companies which
benefit YCH. VVH is just one of those programmes which sits in the PCM. YCH has a similar
philosophy when it comes to rental housing and income as MHA (Housing Ladder, see below)
Social housing self- contained (income R3500-R7500)
Social housing communal: shared facilities (Income R1500-R3500)
Social housing: Transitional shared rooms: second phase for women in crisis
Social housing: Transitional shared rooms- foundational phase for women and girls at risk (no
income)
Social housing special needs – Health unit (terminal ill patients, mental ill patients), foster care home...

Akanani – Street homeless people (Streets, bad buildings, prisons, Outreach, informal settlements, Drop- In
Centre...
Comments on the structure of our community development
Pretoria Community Ministries (PCM) is our company sister/partner who manages our community
development services. In this way, PCM manages the following programmes:
1. Vhana Vha Hina: Children
©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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2. Health Unit: this combines both terminal homeless ill patients (hospice), mental ill
challenged people, and VCT (HIV/AIDS) programme.
3. Preschool and Crèche
4. Foster care home
5. 1st and 2nd phase for women and Children in crisis, young girls at risk through Lerato House
and The Potter’s House
6. Leadership Youth Academy: school of creative arts, music and dance,…
7. Outreach activities
Activities and Programmes
Sharyl showed us a number of children’s activities and programmes that contribute to the implementation of this vision and illustrated each with some pictures.
The Big Voice – child participation
Under this programme 5 committees have been established in each of the YCH buildings. The
committees meet once a week. In these committees children speak out and stand against issues
affecting, them and others, plan and evaluate program activities in partnership VVH Team. They
advocate on issues affecting them and others around the world: research ,speeches, drama, poetry
and community protests- with posters and banners, through media(radio, newspaper and TV)
The Big Voice

Written concerns to plan for action

The planning Committee

Assessing Building Environment

The Playing Safe Programme
The purpose of the playing safe programme is to prevent children from roaming around the inner
city streets. It consists of Playing therapy- (child development, problems identified). VVH provides
and facilitates meaningful fun and games activities in YCH buildings and in doing so builds strong
relationship between facilitators and children.
The Playing Safe Programme

Hoola Play

©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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How can I reach berries from the tree?
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Noah’s Ark
VVH organizes an outreach programme in the Burgers Park which is across the street from YHC
offices. It is a programme of engagement with the main aim to build a relationship of trust with the
children through the development of appropriate activities, such as fun and educational activities
and to develop a child safety net with Burgers Park personnel, hawkers, photographers
Noah’s Ark

Cat and Mice

Yes, I can!

High Hoola Jump

Holiday Programme
The main aim of this programme is to keep children safe and busy during the school holidays with
fun and education activities(sports day, art and craft day, fun day, educational outings, movies,
camping, cooking and baking workshops, treasure hunting, talent show, painting competition,
spelling competition). As a result of this programme children are protected from, sexual exploitation,
abuse, kidnap and bad peer pressure, early/teenage pregnancy, drugs.
Holiday Programme

Newspaper Designed Cloths

School of Creative Arts (Dance)

Storey Telling (Freedom Park)

Children’s Workshops
There Capacity building workshops such as drama, poetry, public speaking, dancing and Information
workshops such as Children’s Rights and responsibilities, HIV/Aids, Life skills, child abuse.
Holiday Programme

Child Law: by a Unisa Law Student

Monument of the unknown child

©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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Outreaches
These are done weekly during school hours.
Parents Workshops
In these workshop we deal amongst other with the following issues:
 Parental guidance/involvement
 Child participation at home
 Effect of child abuse
 Children’s rights
 Parental rights
Awareness events and campaigns
These raise awareness concerning issues affecting the lives of children, such as: Human Rights Day,
International Day for Street Children, Labour Day, International children’s Day, Feast of The clowns,
Heritage Day, Universal children’s Day and Musical Day to expose children to musical instruments.

Musical Day

Questions/Comments
How do tenants take part in this
programme?
Concentrating on kids what about linking
to buildings within which they are living?
Are there any impact assessments done?

Answers
Programme is only a year old and we have not yet an answer to
this question.
Partnership with other local agencies and province.

What is the bigger picture?

The programme has helped to make tenants more confident to
speak out
Social Services from partners including:

Financing?

Beyond YCH the inner City Area:
 Safety
 Young Girls in Crisis – residential care facilities
 Project for those
 Homeless
o Drop in centre for girls/women
o Drop in for street living men
From grant financing.

©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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eKhaya Neighourhood Programma
Josie Adler, coordinator of the eKhaya started her presentation by looking at a vision of urban life
and the environment we operate in.
Vision of urban life
As individuals and families we need the following:
 Settlement – safe, secure, affordable and private homes
 Economic opportunities
 Social benefits of urban life :
- safe, enjoyable public environment
- facilities
- social activities and enjoyment of the city
As a country and a city we need:
 “Working cities”:
o economically viable, sustainable, thriving urban management (social cohesion,
infrastructure upgrade, management of crime-&-grime)
 Thriving urban citizenry and culture making for experience of community development
through:
o satisfaction and pride
o growing individual and group responsibility and agency/status in own and others’ lives
(citizenship, empowerment, involvement, participation)
o value-care-protection-defence of public space and city “furniture”

Operating environment
In the operating environment we can look at developments on global scale that affect us and our
local situation, which are covered in the table below:





Global Situation
Urbanisation normal function of
industrialising/developing societies
Worldwide urbanisation on unprecedented
scale
Large cities experiencing major safety issues








Local Situation
“Catch-up’ urbanisation post-1986
Normal international immigration post 1990
Policies, legislation/regulations, institutions
Pressure on limited resources – financial
and governance
Contested roles for implementation
(government, religious bodies, ngo’s)
Newly forming development philosophies,
methodologies, and practice

The legislation makes it clear that social housing includes community development, as stated in the
SH Act and the Regulations:
SOCIAL HOUSING ACT 16 0F 2008
Functions of social housing institutions
14. (1) Social housing institutions must—
(c) promote the creation of quality living environments for low income residents;
STAATSKOERANT, 26 JANUARIE 2012 No. 349709
REGULATIONS
Qualifying criteria for accreditation of social housing institutions
©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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7 In order to comply with the criteria of effective tenant/membership management, the applicant
must have the following in place :
(n) a community engagement and neighbourhood involvement plan in place.

The eKhaya project

2004 - 2012
The eKhaya project started when JHC realised it could not sustain a satisfied and stable client base
through the provision of good well-managed buildings alone. The city and especially a
neighbourhood like Hillbrow faced enormous challenges in coming to grips with 30 years of urban
decay and degeneration, of which some of symptoms were:







Destroyed rates base
Bad and hijacked buildings
Weak internal management
Collapsed sectional title governance
Generally degraded public space
Inadequate by-law enforcement

The Johannesburg Housing Company recognized that it had to find a way to solve the problem it
faced in Pietersen Street. It saw a possible way forward using principles and process of relational
community organizing to know and understand the community and locate the leaders. Subsequently
they need to locate the leaders and listen to their issues, and lastly bring them together to act on
agreed issues and develop trust and leadership and effective recognized organization to achieve
goals.
eKhaya Neighbourhood in Hillbrow

Organising the process
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Entering the community
Listening to the issues
First meeting of all the stakeholders
Formation of a steering committee
Formation of a housing managers/ caretakers meeting
Setting up a number of campaigns and programs
o ‘Our safe eKhaya New Year Campaign’
o Lane management program
o ‘Our clean and healthy eKhaya
neighbourhood campaign’
Positioning of eKhaya
Forming of an association and expand membership
Inner city summit process and charter
Safety and cleaning project
Partnering with the city in developing and managing
recreational places
Formal residential improvement district
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If one looks back at how it all started the following two key steps are critical in the process that
eKhaya went through.
Step 1
Break the anonymity through engagement with all stakeholders. Have 1 on 1 meetings with the
owners of the buildings and listen carefully what their problems are, listen to the tenants and other
people that live in the area and engage with them. See what can be done however small and get
people involved. The main aim of all this what is covered in step 2.
Step 2
Build trust, social cohesion and a sense of ownership through listening and agreeing on actions that
will address the problems.
Breaking down anonymity and the formation of community groups to come together reduced fear
and passivity and empowers and gives energy. It subsequently motivates and capacitates ‘the
community’ to act in community development projects.
As shown in the following table the challenges seemed insurmountable in the beginning:
Problems identified in the eKahya Neighbourhood Project

















Buildings not under effective management
degrade the neighbourhood (unsightly, grimy,
rubbish,havens for criminals, illegal firearms,
drugs, liquor,vehicle theft)
Anti-social behaviour of residents (urinating
from upper floors of buildngs, throwing items e.g.
bottles, tyres, used nappies, fridges, litter, out of
buildings)
Failed sectional title buildings not incorporated
in City policy, legislation and action
Non-enforcement of by-laws by City (fixing cars
and taxis on pavements, in front of driveways
and in streets, taxi holding, pavement trading)
Inadequate ongoing cleaning by Pikitup
No bins and littering and dumping of rubbish in
streets
Failure of City to implement restricted trading
area in target area to ‘get rid of pavement
trading’
Unsafe streets - muggings, shootings make the
neighbourhood hostile for small businesses to
service residents
No co-operative action on lanes (between
owners, owners & City) to clear up and formulate
plans and act to control and/or close alleys
(unhygienic, unsafe, unhealthy - chicken farm!)
Meagre facilities for residents e.g. phones,
convenience stores





















“General chaos in the area” with all the
problems associated with highly transient
residential population
No managed and beautified open spaces
Criminals who operate in Smit St (corners Twist
and Quartz) escape into unmanaged buildings in
Quartz between Pietersen and Smit)
Insuffient lighting in some areas (Twist) and not
bright enough.
Children not in school
Crèches operate on high floors in buildings
causing danger to children (e.g. in case of fire)
Creches operate on ground floors in building,
exposing children to dangers on the pavements
and in the streets
New Year celebrations are dangerous
Tenants face evictions without Court Orders
Insufficient knowledge and understanding of the
Housing Act and Housing Tribunal process
Lack of maintenance in buildings encourages
non-payment of rents and levies
Tenants committees can cause problems
Little knowledge of new Community Court
No safe open places for young and older
children to play
Unattended open water and sewage leaks
High cost to owners of replacing old
infrastructure (e.g. plumbing)

Step 3
Organise and execute projects. This is the proof of the pudding of commitment and if successful (and
they should be successful!) creates a lot of positive energy. Some of the eKhaya projects are listed
below.
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eKhaya Projects
 Our Safe eKhaya New Year Campaign -Festive season violence and mayhem eliminated
 Co-operative Lane Management Project activates repair of building infrastructure and lanes are
kept clean, secure
 eKhaya Sports and Kidz Day Annual programme + World Cup Month + Madiba’s Birthday in
Hillbrow
 eKhaya Neighbourhood Urban Management secure engagement with the City to improve
service delivery
 Partnering with City to achieve safety compliance in buildings
 Partnering with City to develop and co-manage eKhaya Park
 eKhaya Neighbourhood Management 2012!
 Social Housing and private property owners organise extension of neighbourhood development
to surrounding areas in Hillbrow
Results
The results of the efforts are remarkable to say the least and give hope that neighbourhoods can be
turned around.
 Neighbourhood in Hillbrow stabilised;
 Drastically reduced crime;
 Tenants recognise and choose eKhaya Neighbourhood as “living area of choice;
 Residential business improved and more property owners were encouraged to refurbish and
repair buildings, improve governance;
 More property owners adopt and commit to neighbourhood development to protect
investment, improve business;
 Housing Supervisors and Caretakers, eKhaya Security & Cleaning staff, CPF, young adult
volunteers, ngo’s interact, develop recognised community leadership and collaboration in
projects
Many of these projects were illustrated with many pictures and graphics which are too large in file
size to include in this report. Please see the separate available presentation and the booklet
published by the HDA which is available on the HDA website, not yet but within the next few weeks I
am told. (www.thehda.co.za)
Reflection on the eKhaya project and lessons learned
1. Leadership – recognize people as a resource and capacitate them
2. 3 components of urban regeneration social cohesion …..infrastructure upgrade….management
of crime-&-grime
3. Who is ‘community’?
4. Development is a slow patient process involving –
 Breaking anonymity
 Engaging and facilitating people to identify and act on their concerns
 Success following joint actions increases trust and
 forms relationships = community of interest & community of place = social cohesion
There is no recipe for development
5. There are skills for working with people
6. Projects are an integral part of development not to be confused with development itself
7. Successful community development is located in respect for all.
If we look at the role and practice of SHI in community development we can say the following:
©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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Encourage a broader vision of ‘the community’ to include everyone with a stake or role
Encourage a shift in current shi’s performance management system from compliance and
narrow performance alone to making an impact on community formation and social cohesion
Recognise and reward leadership which will be accountable for success with acting on a
transforming vision which encourages risk-taking and participation

Roles of SHI’s in Community Development
Josie summarized the roles of SHI in the following three aspects:
Vision
Leadership
2004
2004
Taking a risk – arranging
Executive role in formation and
funding for the ‘ploughing
expansion of eKhaya
phase’ of the eKhaya
Neighbourhood Association
Neighbourhood Programme
Leadership role in stimulating
to organise in Hillbrow and for
housing supervisors/caretakers’
advocacy
participation inneighbourhood
2008/9
involvement and community
developing capacitation development
supporting eKhaya Trainee &
Facilitation & support role to
Mentorship Programme
social projects
2009
2010
Preparing for eKhaya cluster
Leadership and participatory
neighbourhoods with private
role in planning new
property owners
neighbourhoods in inner city

Participation
2004
 Administrative and
logistical support
 Capacitation in project
planning and development
– community liaison
officers, community
facilitators
 Encouraging housing
supervisors involvement in
neighbourhood formation
(campaigns, problem
solving, projects, annual
Kidz Day, StreetSports)

Josie left us with the following wise words:
On development –
“………….the truth is that development means development of people. Roads, buildings, the increase of crop
output and other things of this nature are not development; they are only the tools of development.
Development brings freedom, provided that it is development of people.
But people cannot be developed; they can only develop themselves.
There is only one way in which you can cause people to undertake their own development. That is by
education and leadership.”
Julius “Mwalimu” Nyerere (1922-1999)
Salvation
Where were you?
When the blazing sun of eKhaya evaporated the love-lakes of ubuntu
And precipitated it into existence
While washing the dirty heart with campaigns to stop the violence
And replaced hatred with tolerance
She came to Hillbrow looking so
Exquisite, exuberant, extravagant, extra-ordinary,
With the aim to do things which in 2004 seemed imaginary.
A dark cloud was all over Hillbrow
People worshipping the devil,
Landlords had no love and respect
People were scared to travel
Because crime was ruling and buildings were hijacked
5 years old eKhaya has made a positive impact
And improving the lives of people is her future prospect,
©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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See, my eyes are powdered with silver dust
Because I don’t believe how fast
EKhaya penetrated my heart and got my full trust
Because I thought it had an intangible and concrete crust,
But to her it was a pathetic pimple she managed to burst
Ei, mehlolo ea etsahala
Ke ne ke sa nahane hore nka fumana sephalala
Se se sweu ka mmala,
EKhaya enwa otla ho Kenya hara dikidibitla,
Ha o mononela, o tla ho ripitla
A ho siye o ahlame o ipikitla,
Ka mantswe a mang, kere otla ho kitla
She is my salvation,
My beautiful benediction
She is your home in Hillbrow,
And you still don’t know, her name is eKhaya Neighbourhood.
Written by Boitumelo Ramasedi, Hillbrow Youth,
On the occasion of eKhaya Neighbourhood’s 5th Year Celebration & Awards Function, 12 December 2009
By Boitumelo Ramasedi
Hillbrow youth

Comments
 It gives ideas but also needs to say who has to do it.
 Coming back to urban form engaging with neighbours. This is progressive stuff - open up and
develop trust and openness between people living together.
Own Haven Housing Association
Community Development is relatively new in Own Haven Housing Association (OHHA) and Sonia
Dillon who is the client services manager also started not so long ago. Sonia gave a brief overview of
what OHHA is currently doing in community development and what their plans for the future are.
Purpose
The purpose of community development is twofold:
 To create a climate for sustainable community development within Own Haven Housing
Association (OHHA) developments.
 To improve the quality of life for tenants renting the units and the wider communities around
them.
Community Development and Tenant Management
Community development initiatives promote a healthy and happy tenant community. It encourages
a solid relationship between the tenant community and the organisation. This is made possible
through regular interactions with the community (meetings, events, etc.). Through community
development initiatives, tenants are able to see that OHHA is interested in their well-being
Programme
OHHA has the following community development focus Aareas:
1. Youth & child development
2. Environmental awareness
3. Health awareness
4. Entrepreneurial business skills
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Community development is in its infancy at OHHA, however we envisage great growth and
developments over the next few years. We have implemented various programmes around child
development (wellness sessions, erection of a playground and fun days), health awareness (HIV
awareness) and environmental awareness (planting of trees).
Activities

Wellness sessions

Tree planting

Beautifying your environment

Outcomes
The most rewarding projects are those where children are involved. We recently hosted a wellness
session for children at our Southernwood Square development as we launched the opening of our
new playground. Obesity among children is a huge problem worldwide. With the latest technology
(TV games, etc.), children spend more time indoors than playing outside. We emphasised active play
at this event. The aim was to promote healthy living, through eating correctly and regular exercise.
It was a great success.
Contribution to Urban Regeneration
Income-generating projects – teaching people skills to better their lives. Vegetable gardens provide a
nutritional source of food and with the surplus vegetables, income can be earned. We have
facilitated interactions between the community and the Department of Agriculture to promote the
idea of a vegetable garden in Egoli (an area of poverty, drug abuse and violence).
Bead-making projects are becoming popular among unemployed women. They learn bead-making
skills, and practically run their own businesses., from designing and making jewellery to selling it. It is
very empowering to see women rise above their challenging situations and at the same time being
creative. This is a project of interest to us and we will be looking into it in more detail in the near
future.
Finance and Funding
Funding for community projects has been a challenge. According to funders, our tenants are income
earners versus impoverished communities who are deemed to be those with real needs. Intervolve
our sister partner has identified a need within OHHA for a Community Development Officer and
provided funding for this purpose. Nationally, the budget for NPO’s have been cut drastically and
they are the ones who complement the services provided by Government. With regards to funding
strategies, it is important to be creative and request services and tangible items which also
contribute to the overall funding portfolio.
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Structure
The envisaged structured looks as follows:

Future Plans
OHHA has plans for the coming five years as the following overview shows:
 The planting of trees at all our developments and continuous environmental awareness.
 All developments should be aware of the three-bag recycling system (separating glass, plastic
and paper/cardboard).
 Playgrounds at all developments.
 A homework centre in Egoli, an area where youth drop out of school, are exposed to drugs, and
alcohol is easily accessible. In this community, there is a serious breakdown in the family
structure.
 Inter-developmental soccer teams and annual soccer tournaments across all our developments.
 Ongoing: Education among tenants on the following issues: health, waste management and
disposal, career guidance, environmental care, etc.
 A huge drive promoting bead-making projects, vegetable gardens and arts-and-crafts as incomegenerating projects.
Questions/Comments
Background?

Answers






Just started but impressive.
Is the state not also eating from the tenants who pay
for community development?
Community more than just the SHI broad community
support network
SHI’s in relationship to the municipalities how to hold
municipalities to their responsibility
Is NASHO engaging other departments in Govt?

This programme only started in July 2011
o We thought Community was our
tenants
o How to separate the CD from the
housing management
When initiated we had many dissatisfied
tenants. Tree planting but tenants concerned
with other things.
Might start with tenants it is the broader EL
community
Main focus children

Good relationship but they have lack of capacity.

Municipal by laws- speak to City about abandoned
cars. Relationship important.

Do not market ourselves must elevate the discussion
and engage with questioning got: What are you doing?
MHA and YCH good model for advocating policy
change. SHRA to listen in city centre poorest of poor
located. Policy working against the poorest of poor.
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4. International Feedback
Willam Mendes and Barry Thomas of the Toronto Community Housing Company (TCHC) gave
feedback on the presentations and added some comments which are outlined below.


For each commercial development there is a 10% of total amount that must be invested into a
development fund controlled by the municipality. Councillors consult with community. For
example investment cargo containers used for shops in a block that previously had anti-social
activities. The main question is if this would work in SA:are the margins sufficient?



What are you doing about Community Development. There is no easy definition and you need
to use your own good practice and turn to a baseline Community Development Toolkit.
Cataloguing among yourselves. Open the opportunity and people will often finance themselves.
Don’t always look at the bad things. Give opportunities to those who are resilient in community.



Is there a ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ about community development. JHC competitive edge.



Find out what make communities tick and tap into it and use it in community development



Think financially: CD makes a Return on Investment (interest) for instance through less rental
arrears and less maintenance expenses. This needs to be financially quantified and the returns
need to be used to invest in CD



Think how you can mobilise politicians to implement policies. Start by tapping into the positive
energy CD projects give



A problem is that usually ward councillors are not responsible for/accountable to their wards



Real engagement doesn’t go without conflict. Have robust debates and even conflicts and
overcome them and you will have very committed people for CD. But choose what you want to
fight about and who you fight.



eKhaya neighbourhood examples. Company that reckon they have made money because of SH.
(study on this – quantify the value).



Holistic vs. specialist. Clear separation between Church and State. Getting money to pay for
what the state should do for us.



Strong tenant engagement system – build relationship to engage as civic citizens. Start working
around mutual issues. Tenants mobilised and started organising. Goal to engage with political
system can talk some time to mobilise with tenants.



Positive energy that means need to mobilise in shared positive ends not to fight each other.



About form of engagement - depends upon your context and best methods in this. Not only
plan but how you implement and getting buy-in-from staff. Housing supervisor when front line
staff doesn’t want to engage with tenants as group.
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Asset based community model . Your most important assets are the people living in the stock
and the area and not the stock itself although it sits on your Balance Sheet. Without SHIs there
will, the activity still continue. Still a landlord as bottom line.



TCHC uses an asset mapping exercise that makes the real assets visible. There is an asset
visioning video available.



Both internal and external stakeholder engagement – need to bring together the relationship.
Can mobilise together create structure. Neighbourhood forums. E’Khaya engagement with
those who wanted to be involved and then extended the network.



Don’t stigmatise people as poor and helpless. We are reinforcing people’s victimization and
entitlement.

Below is an overview of some of the products and services that are offered by TCHC:
TCHC Products and Services
Employment
Workshops and conference dealing with economic
development
Internal job opportunities
Internal and external opportunities
 Employment partnerships
 e.g. Workers co-op in Regions Park
 When managers are out and about so that they
have a real relationship.

Use of Common Space
 Community events where high levels of crime
etc.
 Safety walks – lobby team parties
 Community gardens and urban agriculture
including flowers to flower shop
 Community safety training and advocate and
discuss.
 Rent out spaces in building for community use

Education
 After school and homework programmes with
linkage to University and colleges.
 Leverage the scholarships for tenants
 Exchange programmes between communities
and between private and not for profit sector

Finally, Barry and William made some comments about a number of issues:
Successful tenancies
 Be clear about anti-social behaviour and deal with it
 Have attention for the mental health of the tenants and community
 Build good and strong relationships with the safety people, don’t wait until there are problems
 Do regular safety audits
Heritage
 In Toronto 70 % of downtown has visible vulnerable minorities
 Equity is very important also in SA
 Develop a Diversity Management strategy
 Get Tenant ethnic involvement in consultative committees and fund this
 We have lots of policies but the implementation is sometimes very different
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Councils
Ensure that you have councils to advise and guide. Have at least the following two:
 Elderly
 Youth
Participatory Budgeting
It is important to involve tenants in the budgeting process to give them insight in the costs of any of
the activities (‘nothing is free’) and get their buy-in.
 Common Space Use
 Tenant determined but competition
 Transparent discussion of budget
Energy Conservation and Waste Management
 Link to budget

5. Common Key Issues Raised
Facilitator Harmen Oostra summarized the presentations and discussions during the first day of the
workshop in the following 10 points. A longer list with all the issues raised during the first day is
attached as Addendum 1.
1.

Policy
Except for the fact that CD is mentioned in the policy and legislation there are no clear guidelines or
regulations. The question is if these are needed and if so a follow-up of this workshop should be policy
proposals to the NDoHS and/or SHRA

2.

Financing and management issues
Every organisation that presented has found way of financing community development. The common
thread is that it shouldn’t be financed from the rentals as these are already tight. The question arises
on how to make CD financially viable. Suggestion that were given are:
a. Part of the costs should be paid for by the SHI from improvements on the bottom line by CD
(this needs to be proven and quantified)
b. Through national and international donors and sponsors
c. Through fundraising activities of the projects themselves which in itself can become a CD
activity
It needs to be researched what the most effective way(s) of financing is(are)

3.

Organisational Forms
There are different approaches to locating and structuring internal relations. Is there an optimal way
of structuring CD?

4.

Engagement
This applies to:
Tenants
Other SHIs
Stakeholders
Research is needed on the most effective/successful ways of engagement





5.

Community development
If a CD Framework is developed it needs to give a clear unambiguous definition of CD by answering at
least the following two questions:
 What is community
 What is development

6.

Community development and customer service
Various presenters and participants made the point that there is/should be a direct relationship
between CD and Tenant Management and this is not only a financial relationship. It needs to be
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clarified what these relationship(s) is (are) and how they can benefit the SHI
7.

Marketing, Promotions and perception
A key marketing slogan says ‘Be Good and Tell It’. We can be as good as we are in CD but if no one
knows it, it won’t help much. The key question therefore to be answered is:
 How do we communicate what we are doing and ensure that we get the recognition we deserve
(which can open other doors to assistance and resources).

8.

How do you make politicians accountable and engaged positively?
The CD Framework must give direction in answering this question

9.

How do you ensure impact
This relates partly to point 7. It is also to ensure that the objectives are met and acknowledged by the
target groups you are aiming at. Research on how best to do this is needed as well.

10. Monitoring and Evaluation
How does one monitor and evaluate CD projects and programmes. What are the criteria and
benchmarks? The Framework Paper needs to answers these questions.

6. Case Studies
We look at the following two case studies in four groups.
General Information
Social Housing Institution “Affordable Homes Company” is a section 21 company that was established in 2012.
Its focus is on affordability without losing quality. Affordability is defined as within the SH income brackets
with specific focus on deep down market (<R3500 income). The majority of its clients are in the lower income
brackets (61%). Quality is defined as creating safe, secure and vibrant neighbourhoods. AHC has as its slogan:
“AHC, for affordable safe and comfortable homes where you meet your community”. Another slogan that says
it all is ‘Ubuntu e’Khaya’ (‘Humanity at Home’).
AHC currently has 2215 units consisting of 5 green field projects four refurbished council buildings one
renovated old school and a renovated old hotel. In addition it rents out 12 Commercial spaces for offices and
shops. It also owns three Community Centers with various facilities such crèches, and computer classrooms
and one sports field. Of all rental units 35% are rooms with shared ablutions and 65% is made up of bachelor, 1
and 2 -bed units. Rentals vary from R425 to R2085 p.u./p.m.
The company has 30 staff members of which 22 are full time. The overheads of AHC are for 25% funded by the
Municipality which makes it possible to break even when arrears and vacancies are at least below 7%.
The Council however has adopted a resolution which states that it will decrease its financial support over the
next five years at a rate of 20% per annum. After 5 years it will be evaluated to what extent a financial support
of the Council is still needed.
AHC has plans to develop/take on about 1300 units over the next 5 years and if the finances work it must be
possible for the company to be financially sustainable when it reaches 3500 units. AHC has managed to get for
one project funding through DIGH and it is talking about funding for another project of 350 units. AHC is was
fully accredited by the SHRA and got funding for 1 project in 2010. In 2012 it was conditionally accredited as it
needed to give more clarity about how it will financially sustain its Community Development Programmes and
it also needs to give more clarity about its risk management strategy and plan.
AHC is located in a medium size town M. in which unemployment (almost 35%) and HIV/Aids (estimated
affection rate under the population of M.: 34.6 %) are just two of the main challenges. Since 2005 the
economic situation in the town is slowly improving due to investments of a number of companies from abroad
in various factories and plants, Government investment in big infrastructure projects and lastly due to a
number of activities related to the 2010 world cup that improved the image of the town as a tourist
destination.
©NASHO Community Development/April 2012
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The social challenges M is facing are still very big and can be summed up as follows:




Poverty and unemployment and related problems such as substance abuse, domestic violence, youth
gangs that terrorize certain neighbourhoods and petty crime
Lack of facilities for sports, theatre and social gatherings
Educational facilities for early childhood development and youngsters i.e. vocational training

The very active local tourism agency is promoting the city and its attractions such as: Two National Parks of
“stunning beauty and diversity”, a number of “well preserved and renovated heritage buildings” in town, an
old precinct that has been restored and where “one can relive life as it was more than hundred years ago”, a
Casino and Theme Park that “is the final answer to all Casino’s”. There are also a number of challenges for the
active tourist: off road biking, hiking, wild water rafting, bungee jumping, ballooning, 4x4 trails and there are a
number of game parks nearby and several campgrounds with “excellent facilities”
AHC has a good relationship with the Local Authority although it has to be careful because one of the
councillors can be a problem. She seems to be very powerful and has a considerable influence on the Major
and some other members of the executive committee. Since she had to resign as a board member due to a
change in the regulations, she has become more critical of what the board is doing and tends to ask too many
challenging questions, as if she still was a board member.
The demand for housing in M. substantial: there are more than 12000 people on the Municipal waiting list.
According to the latest market survey around 10000 of these fall within the income brackets of the New Social
Housing Policy (R1500 – R7500). It is however not clear to what extent all these people prefer social rental
housing.
The relationship between the Province and AHC are good in so far as allocation of subsidies is concerned. Up
till now the applications for subsidies have been slow but successful.
Case Study 1
In the neighbourhood where AHC has a number of projects there are serious problems related to poverty:
there is an increase in crime, people don’t feel safe on the streets and the streets are littered with rubbish and
broken-down cars. The Municipality has requested AHC to assist in sorting out these problems. The Board has
considered this request and subsequently asked management to write a position paper that will be used to
amend the current Community Development Policy of AHC and prepare an answer for the Municipality. In this
paper at least the following questions need to answered:
1. To what extent can AHC take responsibility for what is happening in the neighbourhood?
2. Under what conditions will AHC get involved in this project?
3. What type of intervention(s) could AHC provide and how could the effect of these interventions be
measured?
4. What are the financial implications of AHC involvement and how will it be financed?
What would be your answers to these questions?
Quest
1

2

Group 1
 Need to establish why we should get
involved in the first place
 Our core business is to provide save, quality
housing and engage stakeholders in the
larger neighbourhood
 We have mandate for CD and
neighbourhood involvement is an unfunded
mandate
 Leverage concrete agreements between key
role-players(city council, businesses, tourism
agency, property owners
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 Get involved as a Property owner
responsible for AHC tenants
 Engage other stakeholders like: Property
owners, municipality, SAPS, Traffic, NGOs in
the area



Involvement will be on condition that:
 stakeholders are partners
 take accountability
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3





We must develop a viable financial plan that
will be financed by contributions by all role
players
Leverage Residential Improvement and
District Plan with tourism partners
Obtain crime statistics for evaluation
Engagement of multi stakeholder working
group
Play community organiser and facilitator role





4






Staffing (resources , space)
Levy model, levy to be incorporated in rental
fees (worst case scenario)
City will have to contribute financially as it is
their core business
Tourisms should also make same
contribution









Interventions:
 Ongoing education
 Clean up and Awareness Campaigns
 Recycling initiatives to create green
jobs(reduce unemployment, poverty
and crime)
Measurement
 Statistics
 Surveys
 Visual observations that spaces are
utilized more than before
Cost of facilitating (biggest expense)
Donations
Contributions
Funding model to create sustainability
Approach international companies
Approach councillor for contribution from
Rates and Taxes
Apply for subsidies

Case 2
AHC has a Community Development Department that consists of a Community Development Manager and
three staff members, 1 administrator and 2 community development officers. In addition the Department can
draw upon about 30 volunteers for various programmes. Given the specific social circumstances in M. and the
successful implementation of the CD Programmes AHC gets more and more requests for (assistance with) CD
programmes.
The Manager in her monthly meetings with the CEO has raised the issue of capacity several times and has
made it clear that if a solution is not found urgently the Department will become a victim of its own success
and collapse. The CEO has subsequently asked the CD Manager to list the key challenges the Department is
faced with, which lead to the following shortlist:
1. Some of the volunteers, many of whom are unemployed, work almost full-time and only get some
remuneration in kind, i.e. food and drinks. This is unsustainable in the long run: either we have to pay a
proper fee or we lose excellent people. An issue related to this is the training of some of the volunteers:
some are good but have much more potential and should be trained in certain aspects of their work. But if
they are not employed or contracted the chances are that they will leave as soon as they will have the
skills and start a business for themselves.
2. Given the fact that it is difficult to find the funds for all the programmes we would like to run, we feel that
the CD Unit could work better if it was an independent company, although a full subsidiary of AHC,
because we think that will give us a better position when approaching sponsors and donors and we also
can have certain tax benefits.
3. Although working with volunteers has many advantages there are areas of our work where we will need
extra specific capacity such as psychologist, sports trainers and IT specialists. It would be much better if we
outsource certain (specialist) parts of our work but so far we were told that we need to do our work with
our Unit as outsourcing comes at a cost AHC can’t afford.

4.

There are tensions between the CD Department and both the Rental Collection and the Maintenance
Department. We are seen as the people who are ‘always nice to the tenants and not very business-like
and in doing so give the rental collection and maintenance guys a hard time’. We give things away instead
of being strict on tenants to take their responsibility. The relationships with these two Departments are
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getting worse and some of my staff have complaint about being called names and their work sometimes
being frustrated. I think we need a more serious discussion about the status of Community Development
in AHC: it needs to get the full support of management and the rest of the company.
Please give your comments and possible answers on the challenges listed by the CD Manager.
Quest
1

2

3

Group 2
 Get work for Volunteers as a
reward for their help
 Volunteers get training and
priority for in case of
employment opportunities
arising
 Development officer split -1 job -1
for volunteer retention
 Create a org like JHC that can
sustain CD and fundraise for that
purpose
 Can someone from marketing
assist in fundraising?
 If not
 Look at volunteer assets and
connections
 Partnerships and or Outsource
 Interns
 Partnership for psychologist
 Sports Trainers
 Search Internally for the IT,
Tenants and or Staff

Group 3
 Volunteers status quo remains
 Generate income from Community Centre
 Charge for training at Community centre
 Revised commercial rental –new leases

Need to involve the 2 department sin
CD
 Train/educate them in CD
related
 Involvement. Training to start
from the time inception /
establishment of the CD dept.
 Roles and responsibilities to be
clear

Staff workshop to explain CD’s contribution to the bottom
line what it is and how it can benefit your dept.



CD independent if feasible but part of AHC



Pull other stakeholder – social services, sports and
recreation

4
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7. Community Development, the key issues
Given the what was discussed on day one and issues coming out from the various case studies in
four groups we came up with a number of key issues that need be addressed in a Community
Development Position Paper
GROUP 1
WHAT
Definition
CD is a process of engaging and organising
people and managing resources to achieve selfdetermined goals

Finance
 Levies
 SHIs diversified sustainable revenues
 Government subsidies/grants
 Donations / Fundraising
 Private Sector partnership
Targeting
 Everyone (both roles of landlord and CD)

GROUP 2
WHAT
 Community Participation
 Community Education


Create a stable and responsible communities



Healthy relationship between landlord and
communities
CD



HOW
 Capacity Building
 Relationships / ID issues need goals
 Networking
 Partnerships
 Collaboration
 Institutional framework


Sustainable through a combination of these
streams






Engagement
Organising
Coordination
Facilitation & Collaboration

HOW
 Activities (creating fun) events, meetings
 Empowering through training(social, health,
economical, environmental training)
 Induction: lease conditions and house rules
etc
 Tenant engagement


Ownership and leadership i.e. CEO, Board
and Policies
Tenant engagement

 Promote Integration

GROUP 3
WHAT
HOW
 Activities
 Tenant Surveys
 Stakeholder meetings
 Kids Programmes
 Training
 Family Intervention Programmes
 Financial management
 Neighbourhood Intervention Programmes
 Life Skills
 Tenant Engagement
 Tenancy & Citizenship
 Youth Programmes
 Recycling and Soup Kitchen
 Roles and responsibilities (stakeholders)
 Fundraising
 Organisational structure
 CD Manager
 CD Officer
 Administrator
 Volunteers
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GROUP 4
WHAT
 Organisational Structure



Targeting



Funding and Financing

HOW
 Community Development Dept within
Organisation
 Manager(s)
 CD Staff (Officer, Practitioners, etc)
 Volunteers
 Different Name an Option : Benefits:
 Tax incentive (VAT exempt etc)
 Understanding Project Costs
 Donors can take advantage of 18A
Certificate
 Easier Access to Donor Funding
 Tenants
 Neighbourhoods in the vicinity
 Local Stakeholders
 (Local/ Provincial/ National Govt)
 Tenants
 Potential Donors
 Organisation itself

8. Way forward and Recommendations
In the last exercise participants were asked to recommend a number of things that needed to be
done as a way forward under the headings: what, how, who and when and identify comments,
conditions and risks. The results are on the following two pages. In summary one can say the
workshop recommended the following as a way forward:
1. NASHO needs to engage with major stakeholders such as SHRA, HDA,SHIs and Government, to
review and amend current policy and legislation in the light of Community Development before
1 May 2013
2. NASHO in cooperation with the SHRA to draft CD Policy as soon as possible
3. NASHO to coordinate promotional activities executed by SHIs to raise awareness and promote
the good work that SHIs are doing in terms of CD. This needs to be done on a quarterly basis
4. NASHO together with SHRA and HDA to set up a monitoring and evaluation system and initiating
quarterly reports
5. NASHO to get clarity on CD accreditation criteria from SHRA before 1 September 2012
6. NASHO to organise regular meetings (quarterly/biannually?) of CD practitioners in which ideas
and experiences can be exchanged. This could possibly be done in a digital format (interactive
website, CD Newsletter, etc.) to safe costs.
7. NASHO to develop in cooperation with major stakeholders a CD Framework before 1 October
2012
8. NASHO to develop a CD Toolkit in cooperation with SHIs and other stakeholders before 1 May
2013.
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WHAT
Policy Issues
Engagement / Relationship

Marketing / Perception / Promotion

How to Measure

WHAT
Policy Issues
 Aligned to national, Social
Housing Laws and policy(sector)
 Internal Policy on CD
Internal policy not consistent
with other sectoral policies
Engagement / Relationship
 CD Programmes / Services
 Consultation and Information
Sharing
Marketing / Perception / Promotion
 Story-telling approach (tenants)

HOW
Engaging with relevant
stakeholders
Formation of Partnerships
Information Dissemination
workshops
Community Imbiszos
Social Events
Media: TV / Newspapers
Radio, Newsletters,
Internet,
Open day Social Housing
Expo
Statistics
M&E System
Surveys
Reports
Feedback Sessions
HOW
Policy Frameworks

Face to Face meetings
Surveys, brochures

-

Brochures, pamphlets,
notices
Websites, T-shirts/
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WHO
SHRA/ NASHO/ HDA/ SHIs

WHEN
Within 6 months

COMMENTS/CONDITIONS/RISK(S)
Stakeholder availability / buying

Politicians, communicates,
Govt Depts

24 months

Finance/ Budget constraints

Quarterly

Coordination team

SHIs

SHRA/ NASHO/ HAD
SHIs
SHIs
SHIs
SHIs & SHRA/ NASHO/HDA
Community
WHO
SHRA/ NASHO/ Member
SHIs/ Local, Provincial and
National Govt

Quarterly / Annually

WHEN
Q4th 2012

COMMENTS/CONDITIONS/RISK(S)
- Alignment of Top Down & Bottom UP
Commitment
- Ethos of organisations must buy int CD

Tenants, staff, other
stakeholders and roleplayers

On-going

-

Marketing Dept
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Risk of failure to delivery
Managing expectations

 Conversations
How to Measure
 Quality of life
WHAT
 Policy Issues



Engagement / Relationship



Marketing / Perception /
Promotion
How to Measure



WHAT
 Policy Issues
Accreditation





Engagement / Relationship
Participating Organisations
Marketing
Internal Organisation



Politics/ Legislation

Caps/ Banners/ Media
Tenants stability index
HOW

Compile a framework
for CD’ers

Align policy with
Social Housing Act

Workshops

Partnerships

Raise Awareness of
CD work

Developing of
measuring and
evaluation tools
HOW

Clear policy
guidelines - SHI

Align policy with
Social Housing Act

Feedback from the
organisation

Workshops/
Meetings/ Events/
Newsletters/
Websites/ etc

SHI who draft the
Policy

 How to Measure
Buy-in by SHI who start developing
the policy and beginning to practice
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NASHO
WHO
NASHO

WHEN
1 year

COMMENTS/CONDITIONS/RISK(S)
Engage Stakeholders for commitment

NASHO

3 months +

CEOs of SHIs to make clear understanding of
CD

NASHO

3months

NASHO & SHIs

3 years

WHO
SHRA / NASHO

WHEN
Short Term

COMMENTS/CONDITIONS/RISK(S)
Review of almost final draft all workshop
participants

Organisation Participants

After final draft

Feedback from our stakeholders

Board members/ CEO/
Management and staff /
community leaders

Year/ 18 months

Buy-in from tenants and key stakeholders

SHRA / NASHO

As soon as possible

Political reaction/ traction

NASHO

As soon as possible

More SHI involvement
Critical Comments about the policy
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Addendum 1
Community Development Key Issues
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Involvement of stakeholders (Need to define who they are, tenants being the most important)
Landlords vs. Community Development
Policy Gap (s)
Relationship amongst SHI’s (Accreditation of SHI’s)
Politics
Vision and Integration (City Planning)
a. Social
b. Economical
c. Governance
d. Infrastructure
Growing more SHI’s
Capacity Building on CD – Housing Supervisors
Learner ships from the Department of Labour for Caps Devt of SHI’s/Training coordination
Social Cohesion and Build Trust
CD in Policy and Laws and coordination (How does policy influence CD)
Funding models/How will CD become sustainable
It’s an unfunded mandate
Lack of framework
NASHO advocacy role in National/Provincial and Municipal Structures
Formalize SHI networking for middle managers and for line staff
Prioritize
Abolish the issue/stereotype of being poor
a. Poor can’t pay
b. Poor are people who feel ‘entitled’
Lack of neighbourhood action teams (cross-sector stakeholders)
CD vs. Engagement vs. Participation vs. Programs/Services
What is community (Tenants and Broader Community)
Inclusivity (from destitute)
Every staff member a community developer
No recipe for CD
Knowing your neighbourhood, breaking anonymity
Funding for sustainability/City is outsourcing its responsibility
Community participation/ Inhabitants taking ownership of their neighbourhood

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Utilities, Rates and Taxes
CD in relationship with things happening in the city and other communities
Education and Training
Development vs. Participation vs. Education
Business opportunities and Job creation
Sustainability of a project
Complaints
Special Needs
eKaya vs. bigger picture middle class neighbourhoods/replicate example?
How to keep the state accountable ?
Municipal by-laws
SH and other National Departments (Health, Education, Social Development, etc.
Tenant as an asset

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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Addendum 2: Evaluation
What did you like about this workshop?
 Working in small groups to share ideas /Shared experiences (7)
 Interactive learning (3
 Got to know peers from other SHI’s (2
 The international perspective (Barry and William’s experience) was also very stimulating and
interesting (2
 The SHI’s cannot operate well without community development
 Everyone in the organisation is a community developer
 It is exciting to learn that the concept is taken serious and the future looks for some
 Meeting my fellow CD workers
 Identifying ways in developing a more coherent national framework
 Hotel and catering
 Amazing people and ideas
 New perspectives of social housing and communities
 CD is part of SH and therefore SHI staff members and stakeholders should support this vision
 Facilitation
 Presentations
 Material used and well planned
What did you not like about this workshop?
 None (3)
 It was too short (2)
 Presentations too long and not informative enough
 No handouts
 It would have been perfect if we could implement change; what will be the way forward?
 The lack of a field trip and a social gathering on the first night
 One hand a lot too abstract in a short space of time
 Too many group discussion on the last day and too little time
General Comments/Suggestions
 It was a wonderful experience and I am grateful to have been involved. I leaned much more than
I could have imagined
 Really good initiative that needs to be taken forward. Please keep us informed (3
 SHI have or are moving more into CD, that would create more employment and improve the
lives of people
 Same kind of workshops to be held regularly as they create a great platform for brainstorming
and making an input in matters related to policy guiding SH
 Long overdue
 Well structured
 Rekindles one’s passion for the CD work
 Facilitator was great, catering and the team spirit
 Foundation is sound now
 Discussions better than presentations
 Great work NASHO keep up the good work!
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Community Development Workshop for Social Rental Housing
Purpose
The purpose of the workshop is to explore the role of social rental housing agencies in community
development both a South African as well as an international perspective, to increase an exchange
between SHIs, Rental Housing Agencies and other organisations who focus on community
development, to develop a framework that will enhance the sustainability of community
development and to come up with a position paper on this issue that will enable NASHO to influence
policy.
Outcomes
At the end of the workshop the participants will have:







A better understanding of the nature of community development in social housing
A better understanding of the ways in which community could be organised and financed
Explored national and international best practice in community development
Explored the benefits and challenges social rental housing agencies are faced with when
implementing community development programmes
Identified organisations that can assist rental housing agencies in community development
programmes and the forms in which this assistance can be given
Identified the content for a NASHO paper on Community Development

Date
18 and 19 April 2012
Participants
Representatives of JHC, Madulammoho, JOSHCO, Own Haven Housing Association, Communicare,
Yeast City Housing, First Metro Housing Company, Rooftops Canada, HDA, SHRA, NASHO
Venue
Lamunu Hotel in Braamfontein, Johannesburg
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Programme
Wednesday 18 April
08:30 hrs
Registration, coffee
09:00 hrs

Opening, welcome, introductions, expectations and overview of the programme

09:30 hrs

Community Development: Social Housing’s Core Business?
 Presentation

09:45 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development (1)
 Presentation by Madulammoho
 Questions and Answers

10:05 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development (2)
 Presentation by Johannesburg Housing Company
 Questions and Answers

10:25 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development (3)
 Presentation by Communicare
 Questions and Answers

10:45 hrs

Coffee Break

11:00 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development (4)
 Presentation by Yeast City Housing
 Questions and Answers

11:20 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development (5)
 Presentation by Ekhaya Neighbourhood Programme
 Questions and Answers

11:40 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development (6)
 Presentation by Own Haven Housing Association
 Questions and Answers

12:00 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development: the key issues
 Group work

12:45 hrs

Lunch Break

13:45 hrs

Report Back from the groups

14:15 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development: International perspective
 Presentations
 Questions and Answers, Discussion

15:15 hrs

Tea break

15:30 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development: International perspective (continued)
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16:15 hrs

Summary of day 1

16:30 hrs

Closure Day 1

Thursday 19 April
09:00 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development: Challenges and benefits


Case studies, Group work

10:30 hrs

Coffee Break

10:45 hrs

Report back from the groups
 Presentations
 Discussion

12:30 hrs

Lunch Break

13:30 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development: Recommendations
 Group work
 Presentations and discussion

15:15 hrs

Tea Break

15:30 hrs

Social Housing and Community Development: The way forward
 Whole group discussion

16:00 hrs

Closure
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Addendum 4: Participants Details
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Name
John Mofokeng
William Mendes
Bongani Mbele
Sheryl Makau

Organisation
NASHO
TCHC
HDA
Vana va Hina

Monaki Napo
Sonia Dillon
Alice Pauvel
Msizi Khuhlane
Lennie Barnes
Patricia Mbili
Wasima Fisher
Nadima Reynolds
Kedibone Matampe
Barry N. Thomas
Josie Adler
Macolm McCarthy
Bafikile Mkhize
Ntsoaki Ntlatseng
Phakamile Ximiya
Lindi Malinga
Stacey-Leigh Joseph
Renier Erasmus
Ephraim Lusenga
Ezekiel
Ntakirutimana
Harmen Oostra

Lerato House
OHHA
NASHO
SHiFT
HDA
Communicare
Communicare
JOSHCO
KLGC/ILGH
TCHC
eKhaya
NASHO
eKhaya
Madulammoho H.A.
HDA
JHC
NDoHS
Madulammoho H.A.
SHRA
YCH
NASHO
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Telephone
011 491 1237
021 481 2900
012 321 1099

0861 696 428
011 888 7363
021 481 2900
021 511 6759
021 421 6008

011 442 7125
011 492 1237
011 442 7125
011 725 3248
011 393 2610
011 241 2900
012 444 5057
011 725 3248
011 274 6200
012 320 7962
011 492 1237

Function
Coordinator Caps Devt
Manager Comm Devt
Project Manager

E-mail
john@nasho@.org.za
William.mendes@torontohousing.ca
Bongani.mbele@thehda.co.za
Sheryl@tlf.org.za

Property Manager

Monaki.napo@yahoo.com
Sonia@ownhaven.co.za
Alice_fauvel@hotmail.com
msizi@shift.org.za
Lennie.barnes@thehda.co.za
pmbili@communicare.org.za
w.fisher@communicare.org.za
nadima@joshco.co.za
klgc@telkomsa.net
Barry.thomas@torontohousing.ca
adlersrj@mweb.co.za
malcolm@nasho.org.za
Bmbafikile075@segmain.com
Ntsoaki@mh.org.za
Phaki.ximiya@thehda.co.za
lindi@jhc.co.za
Staceyleigh.joseph@dhs.gov.za
renier@mh.org.za
ephraiml@shra.org.za
Ezevesti76@yahoo.com

TA Caps Devt

harmen@nasho.org.za

Client Service Manager
Urban Geographer
Ops Manager
Project Manager
Area Manager
CD Manager
Managing Director
Project Manager
Project Manager
General Manager
Client Services Manager
Project Manager
Manager
Senior Researcher
CEO
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Cell
079 137 9590
073 394 0785
081 498 6232/076
727 0236
076 349 8045
078 927 7115
082 291 6862
073 127 9675
072 966 7271
082 495 9679
073 160 0721
083 695 5227
082 600 5479
076 888 7982
071 363 518`
083 256 4862
082 317 6613
083 237 9984
083 556 8921
082 699 2906
082 712 9282

